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We examine the proposition chat competitive firms must behave as if they were maxlmizlng 
profits; otherwise they would go bankrupt, or even fail to be financed in a competitive capital 
market. We investigate a model in which an entrepreneur raises funds for a risky enterprise on a 
competitive capital market, by offering a "dividend policy" based on the realized (stochast~c) flow 
of earnings. We show that an entrepreneur who maximizes the expected sum of discounted divi- 
dends is sure to fa11 in finite time. On the other hand, many other behaviours yield positive expected 
profits and are able to attract investment funds, and yet result in a pos~tive probabiIity of survlvlng 
forever. As a consequence, if new firms have sufficiently diverse behaviours, then even if there is 
a constant stream of new entrants, afier a long Einze puacllcnllj~ all of rhe surv~vulgfirrnr w~lI r~ol 
Iw ve been muximrzing praj ts  
I .  INTRODUCTION 
The dominant hypothesis in economics about the behaviour of firms is that of profit 
maximization: the managers of a firm make those choices that maximize the sum of cur- 
rent and future profits. The leading defence of this behavioural assumption is the marker 
selection avgumenl-in a "competitive environment", a firm whose managers do not max- 
imize profits will eventually be driven out of the market. The argument is associated most 
directly with Milton Friedman (1 953, essay 1 ); another prominent contributor to the early 
debate was Armen Alchian (1950). This paper investigates the question: (when) is the 
market selection argument a valid defence of the profit maximization hypothesis? 
The market selection argument is premised on a simple point: for a firm to be success- 
ful, first, it has to attract investment funds and, second, it has to generate positive profits. 
So Alchian argues-"this is the criterion by which the economic system selects survivors: 
those who realize positive profits are the survivors; those who suffer losses disappear . . . " 
(p. 213).' The content of the selection argument is that firms that maximize expectedpuoJls 
are (more likely to be) the survivors; they are better able to attract financing and have a 
higher probability of avoiding failure. Thus, ". . . under a wide range of circumstances 
individual firms behave as if they were seeking rationally to maximize their expected 
I. S~m~larly, Friedman (1953, p. 22) says: "Whenever the determinant happens to lead to behavior consist- 
ent with rational and informed maximization of returns, the business wlll prosper and acquire resources with 
which to expand; whenever rt does not, the busrness wiI1 tend to lose resources and can be kept in existence only 
by the addition of resources from outside." 
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returns . . ." (Friedman, (1953, p. 21)). Friedman concludes: "the process of natural selec- 
tion thus helps to validate the (profit maximization) hypothesis-or rather, given natural 
selection, acceptance of the hypothesis can be based largely on the judgement that it 
summarizes approximately the conditions for survival" (p. 22).2,3 
Despite its popularity, there has been little rigorous analysis of the market selection 
argument.4 The early discussions were mainly set in deterministic models, (although even 
in this case it is problematic unless one adds a further assumption like constant returns 
to scale, or  a potentially infinite supply of firms of every type).' The analysis is of greater 
interest, not to mention more realistic, in a world of uncertainty and dynamics; and this 
is the setting used in this paper. 
Two methodological points about our analysis bear highlighting: first, we interpret 
profits, to investors in a firm, to be the expected sum of discounted6 distviburions made to 
them out of cumulated earnings. Not all earnings are necessarily paid out to the investors, 
because retained earnings may be reinvested, used for working capital, or  used as 
insurance against a future shortfall of working capital. Second, we maintain as a fact that 
a firm can fail if it is either unable to attract financing or if it runs out of working capital, 
i.e. if it goes bankrupt.7 We do not provide an explicit rationale for bankruptcy in this 
paper although we informally argue that it can be interpreted to be a consequence of 
costly refinancing (for a detailed discussion of this issue, see Section 6). Furthermore, as 
the discussions by Alchian and Friadman make clear, it is essential for the market selection 
argument that firms that consistently lose money be driven out of the market, i.e. bank- 
ruptcy is a minimal requirement of any model that examines the selection argument.' 
We derive two main results. First, a profir-maximizing Jrm (i.e. a firm run by an 
entrepreneur/manager who maximizes profits) will, almost surely, fail infinite time. There 
are, however, a variety of non-profit-maximizing behaviours that have a positive prob- 
ability of never failing. Our second result shows that if there is sufficient diversizy in the 
set of potential firms, then some of the firms with a positive probability of survival will 
find financing in the capital market; consequently, after a long lime, n~osl  of [he surviving 
firms will not, in fact, be profit maximizeus. Our conclusion, then, is the exact opposite of 
the market selection argument: firms that maximize profits are the least likely to be the 
2. Alchian, to be fair, was more skepc~cal. He argued that success or survival onIy required reIacrve superi- 
ority, and concluded that "the precise role and nature of purposive behavior in the presence of uncertainty and 
incomplete ~nformacron has not been completely understood" (Alchran (1950, p. 221)). 
3. That the market disciplines is also asserted in discussions about indrvidual behaviour, for example, 
Pate1 er ul. (199L), in discussing financial markets, assert that "for most economists it is an article of faith that 
financial markets reach rat~onal aggregate outcomes, despite the irrational behavior of some part~cipants, since 
sophrsticated players stand ready to capitalize on the mistakes of the naive" (p. 232). 
4 The argument has not been without its critics. For thoughtful and critical discussions, as well as further 
references, see Winter (1987) and Nelson and Winter (1982). These evolutionary analyses are further discussed 
in Section 6. 
5 Although the case of certainty is not our main focus, we do discuss it briefly in the final section 
6. Expected profit appears to be the appropriak index under uncertainty and is the interpretation most 
widely employed. Friedman (p. 21, fn. 6) says, for example-"Given uncertainty, individuals or hrms choose 
among antrc~pated probabiIity distrrbutions of recelpcs or incomes. One hypothesis supposes them to be 
ranked.. . by the mathematical expectation of money receipts. This is perhaps more applicable, and more 
frequently applied, to firms than to ~ndividuals." Of course, since our model is dynamic, we further take the 
discounted sum of these expected profits. 
7 There is a third way in which an entrepreneur can "fail;" his firm may get taken over (by other firms 
or his own shareholders). Allowing for take-overs may or may not alter our results significantly (see the 
discussion on th~s  issue in Section 6). 
8 .  A f i n  can of course lose money for a variety of reasons-mismanagement, an inferior product, as well 
as the pursuit of the "wrong" entrepreneurial goals. Alchian and Friedman would allow for the possibility, as 
do we, that such f i n s  shouId also go bankrupt. 
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market survivors. These results hold also in the case that new cohorts of firms arrive 
periodically in the market. 
In order to explain the intuition of our results we need to give a brief description of 
the model. We shall do this in a sequence that is the reverse of the actual timing structure; 
we shall first describe the working of a firm that is financed, and then turn to the working 
of the capital market. Also, the heuristic description will be of a discrete-time version of 
our continuous-time model. 
Each firm produces a sequence of net earnings (or operating incomes), which are 
random variables with a Gaussian distribution. The stochastic process of eavnings is con- 
trolled by an entrepreneur/owner who chooses every period, on the basis of the earnings 
history, a mean-variance pair out of a feasible set. (This set will, in general, depend on 
the firm's capital stock a t  time t, Y(t); see below.) The net earnings in any period are 
added to the capital stock of the firm. Also, in each period the entrepreneur may withdraw 
part or all of the assets and distribute this to the investors and/or himself. However, the 
withdrawal must be nonnegative, and may not exceed the current capital stock. The evol- 
ution of the capital stock follows the obvious acounting equation: the capital stock at the 
beginning of the next period equals the current beginning-of-period stock, less the with- 
drawal, plus the current period's earnings. (The initial capitar stock is given.) The firm is 
said to fail the first time that the capital stock reaches or falls below some specified level 
(e.g. 
The technology of the firm is represented by a set of feasible mean-variance pairs for 
current earnings, which depends on the current capital stock. Technically, this mapping 
from the capital stock to the set of feasible current-earnings mean-variance pairs is called 
the ~eclznology corvespondence, and it is assumed to exhibit decveming vetuvns lo scale. The 
reason for this is quite simple; if there are constant or  increasing returns to scale, then  he 
~naximwn profit of the Jirm will be either infinite ov zevo. As a special case of decreasing 
returns we include bounded or  constant size. 
The intuition for our first result foIlows from the observation that every addition to 
the capital stock is costly for a profit-maximizing entrepreneur, since it represents foregone 
withdrawals. Since there are decreasing returns to the capital stock, eventually the mar- 
ginal return to additions to the capital stock falls below the marginal utility to a dollar, 
i.e. one. At this point, it is better to pay out further earnings than to reinvest them. 
The optimal withdrawal policy for a profit-maximizing entrepreneur reaches the following 
balance: no withdrawals are made if the capital stock is below a critical level, denoted 
b*( > O), but if it exceeds this level, distributions are made as rapidly as possible'0 in order 
to reduce the capital stock to b*. The optimal critical level is finite because further growth 
is too costly in terms of foregone withdrawals. Consequently, the capital stock never 
grows bigger than b", but every time it reaches this critical level there is a positive prob- 
ability that a run of losses will drive the firm towards bankruptcy. In the long run, it 
almost certainly will see some such string of losses. 
There are, however, many other behaviours that, while not maximizing profits, do 
survive forever with positive probability. A simple example is a withdrawal policy that 
pays at a constant rate that is smaller than a feasible constant mean-earnings rate. There 
is a positive probability that for such a firm the capita1 stock will never drop to zero. 
We also provide a complete characterization of the profit-maximizing mean-variance 
policy. It  involves the entrepreneur taking on greater risk-i.e. increasing the variance (as 
9 We admit the possibility that part of the in~ciaI capital stock might be illiquid 
LO. We examine both the case in which there is some upper bound on the rate of withdrawal-recall the 
actual model is in continuous trme-as welI as the one m which unbounded withdrawals are possible. 
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well as the mean of earnings)-as the capital stock increases. In fact, near zero capital 
stock, the entrepreneur acts as if he were only interested in firm survival whereas near b" 
he picks the maximum mean even if it comes with a high variance. 
In the second step of our analysis we embed the firms in a capital market. We suppose 
that at time zero there is a population of potential start-up firms who will be demanders 
of investment funds, and a population of investors who will supply the capital to the 
firms. On the supply side we assume that investors are risk-neutral and have stationary 
preferences; this assumption that investors have the same preferences as profit-maximizing 
entrepreneurs would seem to be favourable to the market selection argument. On the 
demand side, each firm is characterized by its potential for earning (the technology corre- 
spondence) and the behaviour of its entrepreneur. Define the porential rate of veruvn for a 
firm as the maximum return per dollar that this firm can generate for its investors; so it 
is the maximum, over initial capital stocks y, of V( y)/( y + k), where V( y) is the expected 
present value of the withdrawals generated by a profit-maximizing entrepreneur and k is 
the size of start-up sunk capital." A firm will demand a positive amount of capital if the 
market rate of return is no more than its potential rate. The market rate is determined 
through usual supply-demand considerations in the (competitive) capital market. 
If the market rate is exactly the same as the highest potential rate of return, then 
only profit maximizing entrepreneurs are ever funded (and all profits accrue to investors). 
However if the market rate is strictly Iess than the maximum po tentia1-for example 
because the potential rate is sufficiently dispersed and the total demand is bounded-then 
part of the surplus generated by a firm accrues to its entrepreneur.12 Equivalently, an 
entrepreneur can generate a return smaller than the maximum potential and yet attract 
financing. In this way, a non-profit-maximizing entrepreneur can be financed. Our second 
result then follows by showing that whenever the market rate is less than the maximum 
potential there are non-profit-maximizing behaviours which (a) can meet this rate and (b) 
can survive forever with positive probability. 
The preceding discussion has dealt with the case of a single cohort of potential firms 
and investors who arrive at period 0. We then extend the analysis to the case in which 
identical cohorts arrive in each successive time period, and show that a similar conclusion 
holds. 
As noted above, our analysis is actually carried out in a model of continuous time. 
Accordingly, the cumulative earnings process is assumed to be a (controlled) diffusion, 
which one now routinely encounters in dynamic financial theory (see, e.g.  Merton, 1990). 
Section 2 sets up the model of the firm, while Section 3 investigates the implication of 
profit-maximizing behaviour. In Section 4 the capital market is modelled and Section 5 
generalizes the model to allow for entry. Section 6 contains concluding remarks; this is 
also the section where we discuss interpretations of the model and the possibility of further 
extensions of the basic framework. The proofs are gathered in the Appendix. 
2. THE MODEL 
The set-up of the model is as follows: an entrepreneur, with access to a project with known 
technology, makes an initial offering to the capita1 market. If he is successful at raising 
11. Note that because investors axe xlsk-neutral profit maximizers themseIves, the potential rate o f  return 
o f  a firm is achieved when ~t is run as ifthe entrepreneur too were a profit-maximizer. Note also that the start- 
up caprtal cost k can be any non-negative amount. 
12. Another sumcient condition for the market rate to be less than the maximum potential is that a l l  
capita1 is Iiquid (see Section 4 for details). 
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capital in the market, he proceeds to set up the firm, with this initial capitalization, and 
runs it until such time (if any) that the firm goes bankrupt. It will be convenient to present 
the model-and the subsequent analysis-in reverse order to the actual time-sequence. 
Accordingly we shall first discuss the working of a capitalized firm and then that of the 
capital market. 
2.1. The firm: Technology, profits and bankruptcy 
Imagine that the entrepreneur has already obtained financing for the firm, and is ready 
to operate it. This financing includes the sunk investment, k ,  plus the initial liquid capital 
stock, y > 0. The investment k is not recoverable by the entrepreneur. It  is a proxy, there- 
fore, for such irreversible investments as payments made to financial institutions that 
manage the initial offering, legal fees, contracted commitments to productive resources, 
elc.I3 The initial (liquid) capital, y, is determined as a residual; it is the amount of the 
capital that remains after subtracting k from the total amount raised in the capital market. 
We model time as a continuous variable, t ,  starting at t = 0. The operation of the 
firm generates a flow of earnings; denote the net earning at instant E by dX(l). At instant 
E ,  the entrepreneur pays out to himself or his investors-i.e, withdraws-an amount d W(I). 
Hence, the change in the capital stock of the firm a t  that instant is dX(t )  -dW(l). For 
mathematical reasons explained below, we keep track not of the instantaneous changes 
but rather of the accumulated changes, X(r) and W(E). The capital stock at time r is defined 
by the equation 
The firm fails-or goes bankrupt-at the first time T (if any) at which the capital stock 
reaches or falls below 0. If the firm never fails, we set T equal to infinity, and say that the 
firm survives. 
The entrepreneur controls the withdrawal process, subject to the constraint that it be 
nondecreasing and right-continuous. (This corresponds to the condition that the "with- 
drawal rate" dW(t) be nonnegative but may be unbounded.) The entrepreneur may also 
influence the (accumulated) earnings process, as follows. The earnings process is assumed 
to be a diffusion, with time-varying duif~ and volalility. We shall give a precise definition 
shortly, but the heuristic description of the evolution of X(E) is that, a t  each instant E, the 
increment dX(t) of the earnings is a Gaussian random variable with mean m(t)dz and 
variance s(t)dr. In addition, the increments of X(I) over disjoint intervals are mutually 
independent, and we set X(O) = 0. One calls m(t) the drift at t, and s(t) the volatilily at t. 
The entrepreneur controls a(t) = [m(E), ~ ( t ) ]  dynamically, but is constrained to choose a(t) 
Gom some given set A(Y(t)). Finally, the entrepreneur's actions at each time t must be 
conditioned at most on the history of earnings up to that instant. 
Two remarks-one on withdrawals and the other on technology-are in order. First, 
an alternative requirement on the withdrawal process is that the "withdrawal rate" be 
bounded (and, nonnegative). This corresponds to ruling out lumpy withdrawals at any 
instant. We shall consider both cases, bounded as well as unbounded withdrawals, and 
analyse the latter by a limiting analysis of the former. Second, one should think of the 
sets of feasible mean-variance controls, A(Y(l)), as defining a technology correspondence. 
13. For notational simplicity, we suppress the firm-specific index and write k, rather than k,. Note too 
that k can be zero. 
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As capital stock accumulates, the firm has access to different investment opportunities.'4 
These might include investing some of the earnings in the capital market itself (although 
we will place some restrictions on the firm's ability to do that). 
Here is a more precise description of the model. Let B ( .  ) be a standard Brownian 
motion (constant drift 0 and volatility I), and let F( . ) be the filtration generated by B( . ). 
(See Karatzas and Shreve (1987)) A withdrawal is a stochastic process W ( . )  that is 
adapted to F, and is a.s. nondecreasing and right-continuous. A policy is a triple, [m(.  ), 
s ( .  ), W( . )], of stochastic processes, adapted to F, such that: 
1. for every r, [m(t), s(t)] is in A(Y(r)); 
2. there exists a solution, X( . ), adapted to F, of the equation, 
3. W is a withdrawal, and for all E ,  
It  is known that X is a.s. continuous, but in general its derivative does not exist at almost 
every E .  Hence it is appropriate to talk about the accumulated earnings, but not the instan- 
taneous flow of earnings. 
As above, T is the first time such that the capital stock, Y(t), reaches or  falls below 
zero. It follows from our assumptions and the continuity of X that Y(T) = 0, i .e, the 
capital stock is not allowed to overshoot and fall below the bankruptcy level, zero, when 
the firm fails. Given the entrepreneur's policy, the failure time T is a random variable 
(with the understanding that it may take the value infinity). 
2.2.  The capital marker: Individuulfivms and markel equilibrium 
In this subsection we will give a brief description of the working of the capital market; a 
more elaborate discussion, that also addresses a number of related conceptual issues, may 
be found in Section 4. 
An entrepreneur approaches the capital market with a plan; a plan describes his 
withdrawal policy, W ( . ) ,  his investment policy, m ( . ) ,  s ( . ) ,  and, finally, his distribution 
policy, call it D( .). A distribution policy, simply put, is a description of what portion of 
the cumulated withdrawals the entrepreneur will turn over to his investors. Hence, the 
distribution policy is a non-decreasing stochastic process that satisfies the following con- 
straint on all sample paths 
Investors as a group evaluate the expected present discounted value of any distri- 
bution policy. Assuming (as we will) that, investors are risk-neutral and identical, we can 
talk of the expected present discounted value to a representative investor; denote this 
value G(y; D), where y is the initial capital stock. The rare of veturn for capita1 stock y is 
then 
14. A natural assumption to make is that A( - ) is a monotonicalIy increasing correspondence, 1.e. that a 
Iarger set of opportunities is available at a higher capital stock. Most of our results, though, do not require such 
an assumption. 
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Firms are price-takers in the capital market. If the market rate of return is A, an 
entrepreneur has to offer a distribution policy, and can expect an initial capitalization, 
such that 
At rate R, an individual firm's demand for capital is the level y-and distribution 
policy D-that maximizes the entrepreneur's utility subject to the constraint (2.3). The 
equilibrium rate of return in the market is determined in the usual way; it is the rate that 
clears the capital market. 
2.3.  Some simple examples 
For some simple technologies and withdrawal policies, it is possible to give an exact 
expression for the probability of survival, i.e. for the probability that a firm never goes 
bankrupt (T  infinite). 
Example 2.1.  Suppose that the feasible control set A is constant in the capital stock 
and, indeed, is a singleton; A = {in, s j .  Withdrawals are made at a constant rate; W(t) = 
W E ,  with m, s, and w strictly positive. The probability of survival is known to be 
1 - exp [- 2(m - w)y /s ] ,  if m 1 w, 
otherwise. 
Thus, if m > w ,  then the probability of survival can be made arbitrarily close to 1 by 
starting with a sufficiently large initial capital stock. Note that the withdrawal policy has 
the feature of a perpetual bond with fixed coupon. 
Exmple  2.2. Suppose that the feasible control set A is constant (but not a single- 
ton). Suppose also that the entrepreneur wants to choose a policy to maximize the prob- 
ability of survival. I t  can be shown that the policy that is "optimal" in this sense is 
characterized by: 
1 .  W(I) = 0, all r ,  i.e. there are no withdrawals. 
2. The drift and volatility are constant in time, say m and s, respectively and the pair 
(m, s) is chosen from A to maximize the ratio, m/s .  
The maximum probability of survival is, of course, given by (2.4) with w = 0, and this 
optimal choice of m and s.15 
3. PROFIT MAXIMIZATION AND OTHER BEHAVIOURS 
In this section we explore the implications of profit maximization in the context of the 
model. The main result is that profit maximization leads to failure with probability 1; 
indeed, the expected time to failure is finite. On the other hand, we show that many other 
behaviours lead to a positive probability of survival, including behaviours that generate 
15 Under some additional restrictions, the result generalizes to the case where the technology correspon- 
dence vanes with the size of capital stock. Pestien and Sudderth (1988) show that the optrmal survivaIist policy 
is to pick m and s to maximize, at every Y(f), the mean-variance ratio, among the pairs available in A(Y(r)).  
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positive profits, provided that the firm is sumciently productive. (In fact, such behaviour 
was illustrated in the first example of Section 2.3). 
To make these inferences precise, we must first fix on a definition of "profit." A 
natural first proposal might be to equate profit with earnings. Since earnings during any 
interval of time are stochastic, and earnings accrue through time, we need an appropriate 
aggregate that accounts for these two features. Addressing the second feature first, we 
anticipate Section 4 by assuming that there is a market rate of interest (independent of 
the maturity), and that earnings at future dates are discounted at that rate. Thus, the 
overall measure of profit would be the present value of the earnings fiow, discounted at 
the market rate. To address the first feature, we propose to use the expectation of this 
present value, thus assuming risk neutrality in the definition of profit .I4 
It is easy to see that maximization of the expected present value of earnings implies 
that withdrawals will be zero, since this leads to the longest possible time to failure, but 
has no influence on the earnings. Thus profit maximization in this sense leads to the 
conclusion that investors never realize any return on their investments, a conclusion that 
we find unacceptable. 
We are thus led to propose a definition of profit that substitutes withdrawals for 
earnings in the above definition. In other words, we shall define profit to be the expected 
total discounted withdrawals, namely 
where v is the market rate of interest. Note that in the definition of profit, withdrawals 
are zero after the failure time, T . ' ~  A profit maximizing entrepreneur therefore maximizes 
(3.1) subject to technological and market  constraint^.'^ 
3.1 . A simple resulf on firm failure 
The main result of this section takes its simplest form, and admits of a closed-form solu- 
tion in the special case in which the entrepreneur has no choice of drift and volatility, i.e. 
the set A contains a single point, say (m, s). Thus, in this case, the entrepreneur can control 
the withdrawal process, but not the evolution of earnings. We shall see that the optimal 
withdrawal process, i.e. the process that maximizes (expected present value of)  profit, 
takes a special form, which we call a barriev pvocess (following Harrison (1985)) .  Heuris- 
tically speaking, W is a barrier process with barrier h if the flow of withdrawals is zero as 
long as the capital stock remains below b, and is regulated so as to keep the capital stock 
from rising above b. Formally W is defined by 
16. Of course, expected present value is the standard measure used in economics to deal with uncertainty 
and time. For the purposes of market selection it is also the appropriate measure (see Footnote 6). 
17. Note that, although W need not be differentiable, the stochastic integral (3.1) will exist for any policy 
that satisfies the conditions of the previous sectlon. 
18. W(.) is the total withdrawa1 from the enterprise; part of this withdrawal is paid to the investors and 
the remainder accrues to the agent. A profit-maximizing entrepreneur actually maximizes the present value of 
his portion of the withdrawals subject to the requirement that the withdrawals paid to his investors gives them 
a competitive return (see Section 4 for further details). Since the agent and his investors are both risk-neutral, 
with a common interest rate r, this constrained optimization problem is equivalent to the maximization of the 
total withdrawal (3.1). Capital market equrl~brrum then determ~nes what fraction of this total surplus accrues to 
investors. 
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where for any number z, z + denotes the maximum of z and 0. It is clear from the definition 
that, with such a withdrawal policy the capital stock is always between 0 and b. What is 
not so obvious, is that for any barrier policy, 
the weaker results that failure occurs eventually, with probability I ,  i .e. Prob ( T c  a3 ) = 
1 ,  is well known. 
Let V* denote the value function for the problem of maximizing profits, i.e. maxirniz- 
ing (3.1) over all feasible withdrawal policies. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that A comisrs of a single point, (m, s), and thal m, s, and y 
are all srrictly posirive. Then there exists a harrier wirhlivmwalpuocess, wilh barrier h", thal 
is optimal among all wilhduau)aI policies. Furthermove, rhe value funcrion V* is C2,  concave 
and stvicriy incveming, and: 
1 .  V*(O) = 0 ,  and V*'(h*) = 1 ;  
2 .  V"( y )  is stricliy concave for y between 0 and h*; 
3 .  V*( y )  = Ve(b*)  + ( y  - b*) for  y > b e .  
Finally, the expected time lo failure, mder the optimal wirhduawaipoiicy, isfinite. 
The intuition for the result that a barrier policy is optimal is the following: a with- 
drawal at rate w yields a marginal benefit of wdt  at any instant. At the same time this 
withdrawal lowers the level of capital stock and therefore the associated value; over an 
"instant" this loss in value can be linearized and equals w V'( y(r))dt. The net benefit 
therefore is w[l - V'( y ( l ) ] d ~ .  The optimal withdrawal is hence O or the maximum permiss- 
ible as V'( y) > 1 ox < I .  Once the value function is proved to be concave, the optimality 
of a barrier policy f o l 1 0 w s . ' ~ ~ ~ ~  
The intuition for the result that the expected time to failure is finite for a barrier 
policy may be understood by a discrete-time analogy. The capital stock is a Markov 
process, and given that it is at level b, there is a positive probability that it reaches 0 
before it returns to h. Call a "cycle" a pair of times, I and s, such that the capita1 stock 
equals b at time t ,  and s is the next time at which it equals b again ( s  may be r +  I). The 
number of cycles before failure then has a geometric distribution. 
3 .2 .  A general result onjifirrn failure 
We turn now to the general case in which the entrepreneur controls the earnings as well 
as the withdrawal process. Recall that his ability to do  so is constrained by the technology 
correspondence A( . ); in particular, at Y ( t ) ,  the mean-variance control, [m(t), s ( t ) ] ,  has to 
be chosen to satisfy [m(t), s ( r ) ] ~  A(Y(l)). We make the following assumptions on the 
tecnology correspondence: 
T l  The technology correspondence is compacl- valued i.e. A(z) is a compact set for 
every z E IW + , and has a non-empty interseelion, i.e. there is (m, s"), m > 0 ,  such that 
(m, s " ) ~  A(z) for every Z E  R,. 
19. It is interesting to note that the concavity in the value functron is ent~rely driven by bankruptcy, the 
marginal insurance value of higher capital stock decreases in y. In particular, it can be shown that the value 
function is concave regardless of the cllrvature properties of the instantaneous utility function. 
20. In a related discrete-time model, Shubik and Thompson (1959) had shown that a barrrer polrcy ks 
optimal See also Radner-Shepp (1996). 
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T2 There are no riskless actions, 2.e. for every (m, s) E A(z),  s > 0. This is true for every 
level of capital stock Z E  [W + . 
T3 Technology is subject to decreasing returns. Denoting the maximum earnings drift 
by @I( . ), i .e. denoting S(z)=max (m 1 (m, s ) ~  A(z) 1 ,  the following holds: 
f i ( z  + E )  < f i ( z )  + Y E ,  
where r is the rate of interest. Furthermore, @I( . ) > 0. 
For the results that characterize the optimal withdrawal policy, (T1)-(T3), together 
with a reduced-form assumption that we present later, will suffice. We will also present a 
complete characterization of the optimal mean-variance policy. For the first part of that 
characterization (T1)-(T3) again suffices. A second part of that characterization is a mon- 
otonicity result and for that result we need to assume that the technology correspondence, 
is increasing in z and that the mean-variance efficient frontier is strictly concave, for every 
fixed z. 
For every variance s that can be feasibly chosen at capital stock z, denote the maxi- 
mum corresponding mean by g(s, z), i.e. 
g(s, z)=max {mi (m, sjc A(z)). (3-4) 
Of course, g( . , z )  is defined over the projection, B(z)= {s 13m such that (un, s) E A{z)}. Sup- 
pose that B(z) is an interval. The required assumptions are: 
T4 The technology correspondence is monotone; z' > z implies A(z')a A+). 
T5 The function g is c2 on its domain. Furthermore, g(. , z) is strictly concave for 
every fixed z, z 2 0 and sgI2(s, z) Lg2(s, z), z 2 0 .  
Assumptions (TI)-(T4) are standard; most of (T5j is also standard. The non-stan- 
dard requirement is sg,,Zg,, and this is an assumption about the concavity of the mar- 
ginal drift, g ,  . 
The last assumpti011 is a reduced form assumption on twice differentiability of the 
value function Y'. Recall that we allow unbounded withdrawal rates in our problem. 
Since the setting is continuous time, it is useful to also consider the case where the rate of 
withdrawal cannot exceed some upper bound, say w; denote the associated value function 
V*( , ; m). The full description of the reduced form assumption is: 
R There exists a sequence of upper bounds, a,, n = 1, 2, . . . , converging to infinity, 
with the property that the associated value functions V*(. ; w,) are C2.  Furthermore, the 
value function for the unbounded withdrawal problem, V*, is C2 as well. 
Two comments about this assumption are worth making. First, this is essentially an 
assertion that there exists a solution to the profit maximization problem. It can be shown, 
for instance, that if V"( , ; m) is c2 then it solves a Bellman equation (see (A.29) in the 
Appendix for details) and hence that there exists a stationary optimal withdrawal and 
mean-variance policy (that is given by a selection from the Bellman correspondence). 
Conversely, if there exists a stationary optimal policy satisfying certain minimal proper- 
ties, then its payoff function (the value function V*( ( ; $) can be shown to be c'.~' 
Making the assumption directly avoids a long existence argument. Second, there ark two 
primitive conditions under which assumption R is known to hold, i.e, under these con- 
ditions R is not an assumption but rather is a conclusion. The first condition is that the 
21. For example, if the optimal withdrawal policy is piecewise continuous and the optimal mean-variance 
policy is continuous, then Krylov (1980, Theorem 1.4.6) can be used to show that V*( ; fi) is c2. (A similar 
argument is developed in full detail in Dutta (1994).) 
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technology correspondence is a constant correspondence, i.e. A(z) = A, for some compact 
strictly convex set A (see Lemma 3.3 below). The second set of conditions is given by 
Radner (1996) who shows how one can construct the value functions V * ( .  ; w) from the 
solutjons to a pair of one-dimensional ordinary differential equations. 
The main theorem of this section is: 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that assumptions (T1)-(T3) and (R )  hold. Then, 
Wilhdrawal policy. T h  oplimal withdrawal policy ir starionury and of the barrier 
type. There is a critical level of capital stock b* such that it is optivnal for a profit-maxim~zing 
entrepreneur to withdraw nothing at levels of capital srock below A", and to withdraw instan- 
taneousk down ro b" if the capital stock exceeds this oplimal harrier level. 
Mean- Variance Policy. The oprimal mean-variance policy ir stalionury, i.e. is of rhe 
form [M(. ), S ( .  )I, where M ( y )  (respeclively, S ( y ) )  is the choice ofmean (respecriuely, vari- 
ance) at capilal stock y. Furtherimre, the chosen mean is the maximum feasible far char 
variance, i.e. M( y)  = g(S( y),  y). Finally, at zero capital stock  he mean-vaviunce ralio is 
nzuximized, while al the harrier, lhe mean is maximized. In orher war&, 
M ( b 9  = max { m I ( m , s ) ~  A(A*)}. 
Value Function. The value function sarirfies the same conditions as in Theorem 3.1. 
I f ,  in addition, assumptions ( T 4 )  and (T5) hold, and S(0) is interior, then lhe mean- 
vaviance policy is also monolone; y' > y implies M( y ' )  2 M( y )  and S( y') > S( y) .  The func- 
lions M( . ) and S( . ) are, additionally, continuous. 
Two corol1aries of the main theorem are particularly interesting. The first relates to 
the case of a constant technology, i.e. to the case where there is a set A such that A( y)  = 
A ,  for all y E &Y + . This would be the appropriate case if unspent earnings simply accumu- 
late as (uninvested) cash reserves. 
For the constant technology case all of the assumptions, (T1)-P5), are automatically 
satisfied provided A is a compact, strictly convex set. In this case one can directly show:'* 
Lemma 3.3. The value functions for the bounded as well m the unbounded withdrawal 
cases, V" uncl V * ( .  ; a) are C2  (in the lartev c u e  fov any upper hound W). 
It then follows that we have: 
Corollary 3.4. In the constant rechnology case, the conclusions of Theorem 3.2 hold 
as long as the technology sel A is compact and strictly convex.23 
In each of these two cases, decreasing returns or constant technology it also follows 
that a profit maximizing entrepreneur will fail almost surely. Indeed, his expected time to 
failure is finite. 
22. The proof of Lemma 3.3 can be found In Dutta and Radner (1998). 
23. The careful reader may note that our assumption on A doer: not imply that its upper envelope g(3) is  
differentiable-an assumption we needed in Theorem 3.1. It turns out that we do not need this assumption any 
longer Tor the constant techaology case. 
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Corollary 3.5. Regardless of lhe level of initial capilal stock, a pro@ mxirnizing 
entrepreneur's expected time to failure is f i i l e .  
Recall from Example 2.2 that the policy that maximizes the probability of survival is 
a constant choice of (m, i) and zero withdrawal. Theorem 3.2 makes the (intuitive) point 
that a profit-maximizing entrepreneur behaves the same way when the capital stock is 
(close to) zero. As the capital stock increases, the agent picks higher mean (and variance) 
actions; around the barrier he behaves as if there were no bankruptcy. He picks the highest 
drift available, and withdraws cash a t  the maximum rate, i .e, instantaneously draws it 
down to b if it ever exceeds that level. 
One important difference between the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 is worth 
remarking on. Theorem 3.1 is proved by construction; we solve for the present discounted 
value of a barrier policy and then prove, by way of a verification lemma, that a particular 
barrier policy is, in fact, the globally optima1 policy. This is no longer possible when (m, s )  
can be varied as well; their choice depends in a non-linear way on the level of capital 
stock and closed form solutions are no longer available. The method of proof which we 
employ is purely analytical; we establish that the value functions for the bounded with- 
drawal problem converges to the value function for the unbounded problem and the latter 
solves the appropriate Bellman equation for the unbounded problem. We then show that 
this value function has the properties asserted in the theorem. 
4. T H E  CAPITAL MARKET 
We have seen that profit maximization leads to failure in finite time, but is it possible 
that, if entrepreneurs must compete for investment funds, only profit maximizers will 
obtain financing? After all, the required return to investment funds should be considered 
endogenous, and it is conceivable that the equilibrium required return would drive out of 
the investment-funds market entrepreneurs who do not maximize profits. In fact, the 
answer to this question depends on what one assumes about the "competitive environ- 
ment" of the entrepreneurs. We shall see that, if the distribution of the productivity of 
potential firms is sufficiently "dispersed," then, in equilibrium, entrepreneurs in firms with 
higher than the "marginal" potential productivity can obtain financing even if they do 
not fully maximize profits. We shall also see that if capital is entirely liquid then, again, 
there will be intra-marginal firms whose entrepreneurs can obtain financing without fully 
maximizing profits. 
4 .1 .  Financing an individual firm 
In this subsection we will discuss the determinants of the demand for investment funds. 
Suppose that, a t  time 0, a cohort of investors and a cohort of agent/entrepreneurs enter 
the market. We first describe the entrepreneurs. Each entrepreneur is endowed with a 
technology correspondence A ( .  ), as in the model of Section 2. In order to start the firm's 
operations, the entrepreneur must make an investment that costs k dollars, k2O. In 
addition, the entrepreneur seeks to start with an initial capital stock y, y2O. Thus the 
total investment is (k + y). The entrepreneur chooses a policy, [un( . ), s( , ), W( . )], as in 
Section 2, and also chooses a distrihulion policy, D( , ), which is a stochastic process with 
the same properties as the withdrawal process, W( . ), but subject to the additional 
constraint, 
D(t)< w ( t ) ,  allt. 14.1) 
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As discussed in Section 2.2, we interpret D( t )  as the accumulated amount of withdrawals 
that have been given to the firm's investors up to time t .  The quintuple [ y ,  D( - ), m( . ), 
s( . ), W(.  )I, will be called the entrepreneur's plan. Note that A( and k are exogenously 
given for the entrepreneur, whereas the plan is chosen. In principle, A ( .  ) and k can vary 
over 'the cohort of entrepreneurs. 
An investor in a given firm receives a fraction of the distribution process in pro- 
portion to the size of his investment. Suppose we assume that each investor is risk-neutral, 
has stationary preferences with regard to the "flow" of returns received from the firms in 
which he has invested, and has a positive degree of impatience. Even with these strong 
assumptions about investors, the equilibrium of the investment market can be quite com- 
plex. We therefore make the "representative-investor" assumption that all the investors 
have the same subjective rate of discount; denote this common rate by u. It follows that, 
in equilibrium, there will be a single market rate of interest, equal to r ,  the same for all 
maturities. It also follows that each investor will invest only in firms that give him the 
maximum return per dollar of investment.24 
In equilibrium, all firms that are actually financed will therefore offer the same return; 
we shall call this return the equilibrium rate of relurn. As in Section 3 ,  for a given firm let 
V"( y) denote the maximum profit if the initial capital stock is y ,  where profit is calculated 
as in (3.11, with r the equilibrium rate of interest. The firm will be able to offer a distri- 
bution process that meets or exceeds the equilibrium rate of return if and only if 
R* =max V*( y ) / ( k  + y ) ,  
Y 
is at least as large as the equilibrium rate of return. In this case, the entrepreneur will be 
forced to maximize profits in order to obtain financing only if R" is exactly equal to the 
equilibrium rate of return. We might call R" the polential vale of veturn of  he 
The demand function for investment funds by pvoj'it-maximizing enlrepuenetaus, is 
easily derived. Suppose the market rate of return is g and let the firm's potential rate of 
return be R* > g. If total investment in the firm is k + y, then the entrepreneur is con- 
strained to offer a distribution policy, D, whose expected present value is at least g . (k + y). 
A profit-maximizing entrepreneur will choose the initial capital stock y to maximize 
It follows from Theorem 3.2 that the optimal y is the solution of the first-order condition, 
and that this solution is strictly decreasing in g 
4.2. Marker eqtailibuitam 
The equilibrium rate of return will be determined in the usual way, as the rate at which 
the supply of investment funds by investors equals the demand by entrepreneurs. 
The aggregate demand for investment funds a t  a rate g is, of course, the sum of 
individual firms' demands at that rate. We have already indicated how this demand is 
24. We consider the capital market as being open only at period 0. Thrs is wrthout Ioss of gene[-ality, since 
all investors have the same information and identical preferences, there will be no further activity in the capital 
market after period 0. (See also the related discussion in Footnote 28). 
25. Note that R * is well-defined given the properties of the value functron that we established In Theorem 
3 2 Note also that if the size of sunk capital k IS zero, then the potential rate is reallzed at y = 0. 
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determined for a firm that is run by a profit-maximizing entrepreneur. For non-profit 
maximizing entrepreneurs that determination is qualitatively similar; it is the level of capi- 
tal stock y that maximizes the entrepreneur's subject to the constraint that the 
risk-neutral investor's rate of return be at least g. 
On the supply side we place no real restrictions. The only assumption that we do  
need is that there is an equilibrium, i .e. that there is a rate g at which the market clears. 
Let R" denote the maximum value of R *  in the population of firms. It  is important to 
distinguish two cases, according to whether R** does or does not exceed the equilibrium 
rate of return, g. 
Case 1 .  g<RW. 
In this case there will be firms that can be financed whose potential rate of return 
strictly exceeds g. As we shall show below, such firms have the option of not maximizing 
profits and obtaining a positive probability of survival. We shall argue below that this is 
the "normal" case. 
Case 2.  g =  R". 
In this case, all firms that are financed must maximize profits, and hence will eventu- 
ally fail. 
Case 1 would obtain if the total supply of investment funds exceeded the total 
demand of firms whose potential rate is R'", but there were some firms with a lower 
potential rate. This would be the case if there were many firms, but the distribution of R* 
was sufficiently "dispersed" (for example, no two firms had exactly the same R'). 
Another sufficient condition for the market rate to be less than R*"s for all capital 
to be liquid, i .e. for k = 0. In this case each firm's potential rate is realized at y = 0. In 
particular, therefore, every one of the firms whose potential rate is R** will demand, at 
that rate, zero amount from the capital market. Consequently a t  a rate of return equal to 
R ** there will necessarily be an excess supply of investment funds. 
On the other hand, Case 2 could obtain if the total demand of firms with potential 
rate equal to R " h e r e  at least as large as the total supply of investment funds (for 
example, if there were enough profit-maximizing firms with R*  = R*"). 
Collecting all this together we have the following result: 
Proposition 4.1. Suppose rhat either of the following IWO conditions hold. Either: 
1. The potenrial rare of veturn ir dkpersed in lhe sense that a zero mass of firms have 
a polential rare eqtaal to rhe maximum potenlid rate R "*; or, 
2.  All capital is liquid, i.e. k = 0. 
Under either of these ~ w o  conditions, the equilibrium rate of return will be less than Rw". In 
particular at  rhe eqzdilibvium rare R* ,  lheve will be supra-mavginulfirm- whose porentiai rare 
of reluvn is stvicrly higher than R*. 
We consider that it is realistic to suppose that one of two conditions of Proposition 
4.1 will be satisfied. In this case, only the "marginal" firms that obtain financing will be 
26. For instance, a pure survivalist entrepreneur has a utility functton that i s  given by 
E Sre-O'rdr = 1 - ~ e - ' ~ .  In the limit, as p-0, this utility function becomes P ( T =  m). 
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forced to maximize profits, whereas the "supramarginal" firms will have the freedom to 
choose other behaviour. After a long elapsed time, the vast majority of surviving firms 
will exhibit behaviours that lead to a positive probability of surviving forever, provided 
that originally there was a positive mass of such firms. In particular, most of the profit- 
maximizing firms will have fai1ed.I7 
4.3.  Entrepreneurs who survive 
It remains to show that, if R'* > g,  then there are behaviours that enable the entrepreneur 
to provide the investors with an expected rate of return g,  and still have a positive prob- 
ability of survival. We shall give one example of such behaviour; it will be clear that there 
are many others. 
Example 4.2. Roughly speaking, the "survivalist" policy in this example mimics the 
profit-maximizing policy up until the time the profit-maximizing firm would fail, except 
that the entrepreneur withdraws no compensation for himself; thereafter the entrepreneur 
follows the policy of Example 2.1, with fixed mean-variance (m, s") and a fixed withdrawal 
d < Yf2, k2O. Let y* be the initial capital stock that corresponds to the potential rate of 
return of the firm, R *, i.e. that attains the maximum in (4 .2) ,  and let X * ,  Y", and W' be 
the stochastic processes of accumulated earnings, capital stock, and accumulated with- 
drawals, respectively, that are generated by the profit-maximizing policy of Theorem 3.2, 
with initial capital stock y*. In addition, let T* be the corresponding failure time. Let f 
be defined as the ratio g / R  ", and define the distribution process D" by D "t) = f W*(t), 
for r < T*. It follows that the distribution process DQields  a gross return 
to the investors in the firm, and hence a rate of return of g. Now modify the profit- 
maximizing policy by changing the withdrawal process to be 
E < T*, 
W(E) = 
+ - ,  $ 2 0  l 2T* .  
Finally, modify the control of the drift and volatility as follows. Let M* and S* denote 
the profit-maximizing policy functions of Theorem 3.2, and, recall that (k, S) is the mean- 
variance pair that belongs to A(z),  for all Z E  R + .  Let 
E > T*, 
t > T*. 
This policy yields the profit-maximizing earnings process up to time T*, so the with- 
drawal process (4.6) is feasible. Note that after the time T" the process is the same as that 
of Example 2.1 provided the constant withdrawal rate Q i m. The modification (4.6)-(4.7)  
will, of course, change the capital stock process and the failure time to, say, Y and T, 
respectively. It is easy to see that, with the new policy, the firm will survive with positive 
27. A sirniIar conclusion would seem to follow if investor preferences are d~spersed. I f  investors have 
different attitudes towards risk then it seems likely, again, that fim other than those run by profit-maximizing 
entrepreneurs, will be financed. 
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probability. Since the (expected) profit of the firm is positive, there is a positive probability 
that WL(t) becomes strictly positive for some time strictly less than T",  i.e. before the 
profit-maximizing firm would fail; for the moment, call this event P. In event P, between 
that time and T", W(t)< W*(t), and hence Y(t) > Y*(l), and in particular, Y(T*)> 0. It 
can be shown that conditional on event P, the probability that T is infinite is positive, (by 
way of Example 2.1). Hence the unconditional probability is also positive. 
We note that the above modified policy is not "stationary" in the sense of (3.4), since 
the entrepreneur must keep track of Y*(l) rather than Y( t )  up to time T'. We also note 
that the modified policy could be further modified in many ways that would still yield a 
positive probability of survival. For example, after reaching time T*, the entrepreneur 
could pursue any policy of the type in which m[Y(t)] > 0 and W(t) = Si w[Y(s)]dr, with the 
rate w[Y(s)] < un[Y(s)]. 
It would be interesting to characterize a policy that maximizes the probability of 
survival, subject to the constraint that the firm's investors receive the market rate of 
return. The solution to this problem is not known to us. 
5. ENTRY 
Up to now, we have discussed a single cohort of potential new firms and a single cohort 
of investors. We now sketch what happens if there are successive cohorts of potential 
firms competing for new investment funds. For this analysis, it is convenient to take the 
times at which successive cohorts arrive to be discrete, rather than continuous. Further- 
more, to appreciate the stochastic aspect of the process, it is appropriate to recognize 
explicitly that there are finitely many firms in each cohort. We shall see that, roughly 
speaking, if in every cohort there are firms that are financed that have a positive prob- 
ability of surviving forever, then after a long time a negligible fraction of firms will be 
profit-maximizers. 
Accordingly, consider an infinite sequence of (integer) dates, t, starting at t = 0, and 
suppose that at each date a new (finite) cohort of potential firms becomes available, and 
likewise a new (finite) supply of investment funds. In the simplest case, which is the only 
one that we discuss here, the successive cohorts are identical, and the supply function of 
new funds is the same at all dates. At each date the new firms compete in the capital 
market, but there is no further trading in securities of the existing firms." Thus, a t  each 
date the situation described in Section 4 is repeated, and identical populations of firms 
are financed a t  the same equilibrium market rate of return. Note that, once a firm is 
started, it evolves in continuous time, but we only look a t  the process at the integer times. 
In cohort t some number of firms will turn out to be "immortal," i.e. will survive 
forever; let the number of these be denoted by I(E). The random variables I(t) are indepen- 
dent, identically distributed, and nonnegative. We suppose lhut the expectation of I(t) is 
strictly posirive; denote this expectation by 1 0. (In other words, in every cohort there is 
at least one firm that is sufficiently productive to be financed, but chooses behaviour that 
yields a positive probability of being immortal.) The remaining firms in each cohort are 
"mortal." In particular, by Theorem 3.2, profit-maximizing firms will be mortal. 
28. The assumption that there 1s no further tradlng IS, agaln, wlthout loss of generality At date I, suppose 
that an lnvestor could either buy shares of an existing firm or those In a start-up. Existlng shares will trade at 
value, re. a dollar will trade for a dollar whereas new shares wlll generate a rate of return 2 I Hence, onIy new 
shares will be traded 
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Let J(t) be the total number of immortal firms at date t (an integer), i.e.29 
It is clear that the expected value of J(I) is equal to tl. Indeed, by the strong law of large 
numbers, J(l)/t will almost surely approach 1, as t increases. In particular, J(t) will increase 
without bound as 1 does, and "more or less" linearly. 
On the other hand, suppose that each cohort contains some positive number of profit- 
maximizing firms, and let P(t) denote the total number of profit-maximizing firms in 
existence at date t. It can be shown that {P(t)J is ergodic, and that the sequence of 
averages, 
converges a.s. to some constant. In fact, let T:  denote the length of life of the i'-th profit- 
maximizing firm in a cohort; then by Little's Theorem (see, e.g.  Whitt (199 I)), this con- 
stant is 
(Note that, by Theorem 3.2, ET: i c~ .) It follows by an elementary argument that P(t)/t 
converges a.s. to 0. 
Putting the last two paragraphs together, we conclude that 
converges a.s, to (0/1) = 0. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the context of our particular model of the firm and the capital market, we have shown 
that maximization of profit leads, almost surely, to eventual failure, whereas other feasible 
behaviours have a positive probability of surviving forever. Furthermore, firms with a 
sufficiently high potential rate of return will be able to compete effectively for investment 
funds, even if they are not profit maximizers. 
One implication of our analysis is that, in the presence of uncertainty and bankruptcy, 
the size of retained earnings matters because it provides insurance against a string of 
losses. A profit-maximizing entrepreneur does care about this insurance feature of retained 
earnings, weighs it against the implied loss in profits, and then tries to steer his enterprise 
towards an optimum size given by the barrier b*; in the presence of uncertainty this is 
impossible to do  forever. On the other hand, entrepreneurs who care directly about sur- 
viva1 will accumulate larger capital stocks. 
In conducting our analysis we departed from "perfect competition" in two important 
ways. First, firms go bankrupt if they accumulate sufficiently high losses. Second, firms 
are not identical in their profit opportunities, or  at least the most productive firms cannot 
be infinitely replicated.30 Although we consider the empirical validity of these two "facts" 
to be self-evident, as even a casual inspection of the real world reveals, it may nevertheless 
29. Note that J(1) IS a lower bound on the number of firms, at date r .  
30. The Iatter restrictron is not needed if capital IS CuILy Irquid, 1-ecall Proposition 4.1 
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be instructive to see what happens to our results without these two assumptions. Endo- 
genizing bankruptcy would, most likely, complicate but not qualitatively change the con- 
clusions. A similar conclusion holds if the most productive technologies can be imitated 
but with some lag. 
In this final section we explain these two assertions, together with discussions of 
questions that we would like to answer, but have not yet. 
6.1. Bankruptcy 
In our model thus far there is no explicit reason why investors would stop funding an 
entrepreneur-i.e. would let him go bankrupt-ven if he has run up arbitrarily high 
losses. We will now present such a reasoning based on costly refinancing. 
Note first that the bankruptcy liquidation value need not be zero, i.e. it need not be 
the case that V1(0) = 0. This is what we have assumed so far but we can easily relax this 
assumption. Suppose that V*(O) > 0. The optimization problem faced by a profit maximiz- 
ing entrepreneur is 
Clearly this optimization problem can be rewritten as 
Man [Elore-"[dW(s) - V'(O)]} + V'(0). 
In other words, the optimization problem with positive liquidation value is exactly the 
same as the optimization problem with zero liquidation value and per period returns equal 
to dW(s) plus a constant. It is not difficult to show-and should arrive as no surprise- 
that the optimal policy for this problem is also a barrier policy. Hence, even in this case, 
profit maximizing entrepreneurs will fail in finite time almost surely. 
The size of the liquidation value V*(O), should of course be endogenously determined; 
it will depend both on the costs of refinancing c, (where such costs include legal fees, 
financial advisers' fees, costlier financial terms, etc.) and on the scrap value v, of the firm's 
assets (such as the sunk capital). Here is a sketch of how our model can be enriched in 
order to derive this value endogenously. 
First, a competitive firm takes the liquidation value as a given; call this value 0, .  A 
profit-maximizing firm then maximizes (6. I)-with 8, replacing (the yet to be determined) 
V'(0). (Likewise, a non-profit-maximizing firm maximizes its utility function attaching an 
appropriate weight to the liquidation value.) Each of these optimization exercises yields, 
as in Section 4.1, a market demand function for investment. 
Second, as in Section 4.2, capital market equilibrium will be determined at a rate 
of return g at which aggregate demand for investment funds equals aggregate supply. 
Additionally, and this is new, it must be the case that every financially distressed firm 
chooses the better of the two options-refinancing or scrapping, i.e. 
ei = max (V*( y*) - c,, Y,) (6.2) 
where y* is the demand for investment funds at rate g. Of course, at such an equilib$ium, 
Oi = v*(o).~' Our previous analysis is a special case of the preceding discussion with 
infinite costs to refinancing and a zero scrap-value. 
3 1. To keep the notation consistent, we continue to write V*(0) without a subscript for firm i but it should 
be clear that this Iiquidation value is In fact firm dependent, just as Equation (6.1) says. 
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Even when refinancing costs are finite, the analysis and conclusions will be similar. 
One way to see this is to note that either of two things will happen to a profit maximizing 
entrepreneur who gets funded: either his refinancing costs are high enough that he will 
choose to scrap the assets upon bankruptcy or he will refinance after every distress (and, 
by the above argument, distress is a probability one event for such an entrepreneur). In 
the former case, the conclusions are completely unchanged. In the latter case, the firm will 
survive but with an infinite number of refinancings. And now if one adds a little bit of 
realism-that the refinancing costs might increase from distress to distress-then under 
an obvious condition the entrepreneur will eventually prefer scrapping the asset. And then 
we are back to the main conclusion on survival-in the long-run the fraction of profit 
maximizing entrepreneurs in the market will tend to zero. 
It is important to note that there are yet other reasons why firms go bankrupt, reasons 
that do not have anything to do  with refinancing costs. One set of reasons is incentives- 
related; if the shareholders in a firm have less information than the entrepreneur about 
the latter's actions or  quality, then they might structure an incentive scheme under which 
the entrepreneur-and his technology-are let go after an appropriate amount of losses. 
Radner (1986) and Dutta and Radner (1994~) show that such an incentive scheme is 
asymptotically efficient, for both shareholders as well as the entrepreneur, as discount 
rates approach zero. In that context the current results show that, faced with such an 
incentive scheme, profit-maximizing entrepreneurs will (make withdrawals according to a 
barrier policy and will) necessarily be let go, and they will asymptotically disappear from 
the population of all entrepreneurs. 
6.2. lmitarion and replication 
In the model (with positive sunk costs) it is assumed that firms are heterogeneous and the 
most productive firm canot be infinitely replicated. We now show that all that is required 
is that the most productive firm cannot be instantaneously infinitely replicated. Suppose 
that at time 0 there is a dispersion in available technologies, as modelled in Section 4.1, 
but the most productive technology can be imitated at cost by date h-where h is any 
positive number. (The model studied thus far corresponds to h = a,) 
The profit-maximizing value function for this model can be derived through the opti- 
mization exercise of Section 3-with the added proviso that there is a technological regime 
shift at date h.32 The potential rate of return is defined exactly as above (in (4.3)). Further- 
more, it is clear that the heterogeniety in the time-interval [0, h] implies that there will be 
a dispersion in the potential rate of return as well (although this dispersion will be tighter 
than in the case where h is infinite). But some dispersion, however small, is all that is 
required for Proposition 4.1; since there is still a zero mass of firms clustered at the 
maximum potential rate of return, there will be some non-profit maximizing (yet pro- 
ductive) entrepreneurs who will get funded by the capital market. Over time, the profit 
maximizers will die. . . . 
The only case in which the market selection argument holds is if the most productive 
firm is infinitely and instantaneously replicable, i.e. if h = 0. In that case no (profit maxim- 
izing) investor would ever put her money in a non-profit-maximizing entrepreneur's firm.33 
32. In other words, the optimization will be done in two steps: first, the optimization starting a t  date lz 
with the most productive technology, resulting in a value function, say V**. Swond, the backward induction 
step, optimization over [0, It] taking Y*" as the terminal payoff function. 
33. The preceding discussion refers to a singIe cohort. Pursuing this line of thought in the context of a 
sequence of cohorts would naturally lead to a model with technical change, which is beyond the swpe of this 
paper. Nevertheless, a realist~c model of this type would exhibit a dispersion of productivity across firms. 
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It might appear that under cerrainry the market does select profit-maximizing behaviour, 
but this is not necessarily so. We explore this here briefly for the special case of a constant 
technology. The most straightforward way to reduce our model to one of certainty is to 
assume that s = 0 for all (m, s) in the set A .  It  is clear that an "efficient" entrepreneur will 
always choose the maximum drift in A; call this m (which we may as well assume to be 
positive). In this case W(t) is strictly less than y + mt, there is no insurance purpose to the 
cash reserve, and there is no maximum profit: the supremum, given the initial cash reserve, 
is 
In the interesting case where m / r  > k, the potential rate of return is the supremum of 
which is R * = m/uk. If R* is strictly greater than the equilibrium market of return, then 
not all of the earnings need be distributed to the investors. From this point on the analysis 
parallels that of Section 5. 
The analysis of certainty brings out the simplicity of the model of the firm that 
underlies our analysis. It  also highlights the productivity of the capital stock in the case 
of uncertainty. 
6.4. Extensions 
There are several directions in which our current analysis might be extended. First, it 
would be interesting to allow takeovers; in this case, the manager/entrepreneur can fail 
even if the firm itself is not in financial distress and in particular, this could occur if the 
entrepreneur over-accumulates assets. The relevant issue here is of course how costly it 
would be for shareholders to mount a takeover battle. These costs include not only the 
expenses associated with acquiring a large block of shares, proxy fights, etc., but also the 
loss of human, technological, and organizational capital vested in the current manage- 
ment. If these costs are high enough, then a takeover will not be profitable, and even for 
a middle range of costs, the threat of a takeover may constrain the over-accumulation of 
assets but may not entirely eliminate it. 
Second, it would be useful to allow for more than one kind of capital stock. For 
instance, one could imagine the capital stock to be a vector each of whose coordinates 
measure the productive capacities of different projects. In this case an entrepreneur would 
have to make a decision about how to divide current earnings among withdrawals, expen- 
ditures on different projects, and additions to cash reserves. The advantage of this formu- 
lation is that it would allow for a richer description of firm dynamics. 
Third, we would like to examine competition in the product market (in addition to 
the competition in the capital market analysed thus far). We have some preliminary analy- 
sis of this issue; our results suggest that competition does not guarantee that profit maxim- 
izers will survive at the expense of the others nor does it guarantee failure with probability 
one. 
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Market rationality has been examined in the evolutionary analyses of Winter (1987) and 
Nelson and Winter (1982). Our analysis of the hypothesis departs from that of Nelson and 
Wiqter in two basic ways. First, they believe that non-profit-maximizing firm behaviour is 
primarily caused by bounded rationality-they emphasize over and over again that their 
firms are simply born with decision rules (what to choose at period t and how to transit 
to the period t + 1 rule); these firms do not in any sense maximize. They motivate such a 
belief by the (undoubtedly valid) observation that profit maximization can require serious 
computational skill and resources. This is in contrast to our model where even non-profit- 
maximizing firms can (and often will) have an objective function that they maximize. We 
have been agnostic about what these objectives are (since we do not believe that there is 
only a single alternative to profit maximization). We do  think it is important however to 
ask: even in a world of (rational) maximizing agents, is profit maximization the only 
behaviour that the market will select? 
Second, and this is a related point, we differ in the very definition of profits. For 
Nelson and Winters, profits means earnings. They do not make the distinction that we 
emphasize between earnings and withdrawals-and as we have argued above this is an 
important distinction to make since the more natural definition of profits is in fact with- 
drawals. (Our definition is also consistent with models in financial economics that emphas- 
ize the Present Discounted Value of dividends or  coupon payments as a way to price 
financial instruments.) Consequently, in a "fully rational" version of their model, profit 
maximizers must in fact be selected by the market. In contrast, it is the nature of the 
withdrawal process that drives our result that profit maximrzers surely fail in finite time. 
In some evolutionary models one can show that firms exhibiting a variety of behav- 
iours-including profit maximizers and non-profit maximizers--can simultaneously per- 
sist in the long run. Our contribution is to provide a sharper result: in what we think is a 
reasonable model, after a long time practically all of the surviving firms are not maximiz- 
ing profits. Blume and Easley (1992) also provide a sharp critique of rationality in evol- 
utionary outcomes. They construct a model in which individuals make risky investments 
and, although nobody goes bankrupt, wealth levels fluctuate over time; the decision rule 
that is most likely to succeed need not be the rule consistent with utilrty maximization. 
DeLong et  al. (1990) observe that rationality is a characteristic of the environment. Hence 
rt is perfectly possible, and this is true of their model, that behavioural rules which are 
non-profit maximizing are actually mutually beneficial. Hence, in their financial market 
model, so-called "irrational" investors can grow together and come to dominate the mar- 
ket. Finally, Dutta and Sundaram (1992) provide a stylized model of product market 
competition in which survivalist strategies come to dominate the population even as the 
few remaining profit maximizers come to hold most of the available wealth in the 
economy. 
APPENDIX 
A. 1. Proof oJ Theorem 3.1 
The proof will be in three steps. In the first step we wiIl establish the existence of a C' function V that solves 
the BeIlman differential equation for this optirnimtion problem Then in the second step we shall show that this 
impIies that V IS, in fact, the value function and there exists a barrier policy that is optimal. Finally, we shall 
argue {a) that a firm following a barrier policy will, almost surely, fail in finite time and then use this to show 
(b) that, in fact, the expected failure time is finite. 
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For any c2 function V let 
Lemma A.1. There is b >0 and a c', ~cricrly increasing, concave (srrlcciy concave on [O,h]) funcz~on V 
sacisfy mng 
PraoJ Define Q and I as, respectively, the positive root and the absolute value of the negative root of 
the quadratic function 
Furthermore, define the barrier b from the following condition3* 
exp [(,I + fl)b]= - Ci' 
The function V is now defined as 
On [0, h], the function V 1s proportional to p=e8" - e-J-y. Hence, (A.2)  is equivalent to r P- r P =  O ,  on 
[0, b] In turn, this is equivalent to. eeY(: sf12 + ,x8  - r) -e-ly(+ s k 2  - m 1  - I . )  = 0. From the definition of 8 and 1 
(see (A.5)) ,  this is immediate. (A.3) and (A.4) are straightforward to verify 
Since exp ( f l y )  and exp (-Ay) are, respectively, strictly increasing and decreasing functions it follows that 
V IS a strictly increasing function. Clearly V is linear beyond b. To see that it is strictly concave on [O,h], note 
that P ( y )  = 82eeY - 12e-'Y'-Y. Hence p ( 0 )  = 8' - ,I2 < 0 and, since P ( y )  = 0 is onIy satisfied by y = b, P ( y )  < 0, 
fox all y e ( 0 ,  b). So, V is strictly concave over [0, b]. The proof of Lemma A.1 is complete. ( 1  
We now prove that V is, in fact, the return to the barrier poIicy whose barrier rs defined m (A.6). Further- 
more, the expected return to any other withdrawal policy is less than V ( y )  (where y is the initial capital stock). 
hmma A.2. Y is the vahe funct~on fov the optmmi;at~on problem under szudy, furthermore, the barrier 
polrcy dPJned by b in (A.6) is the optimal withdvawaf polrcy. In ozher  word.^., 
Proof. The cumulative capital stock process [Y( i ) :  1201 generated by any withdrawal policy, as defined 
in (2.1) and (2.2), is a jump-It6 process (for a definitron, see Harrison (1985, p. 63)). For any t ,  let i=rn  T. Since 
V is a C' function, by ItB's lemma, applied to the function exp (-rf)  i"( Y ( i ) ) ,  
e-"v(Y( i ) )  = V(Y(0) )  -I: re-'"V(Y(u))du + \le-" V1(Y(u))dY(u) 
34. Since t~ > 0, 1 > 8 Hence (A.6) defines a positive value for the barrier h 
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where AV,= Y(Y,) - V(YY,), and is non-zero at the (countable) set of jump polnts of the capital stock process. 
Noting that dY(u) = mdu+ s " ' d~ (u )  -dW(u),  writing Y(0) = y and collecting terms, (A.9) y~eIds 
i 
- jo e-r4tV1( Y(uj)ii W(u) + s ' " ~ # (  Y(U))JB(U) + zs < e-p7 A vT - lof (A. 10) 
Upon taking expectations, the last (stochastrc) integral disappears-smce we are lntegratrng with respect 
to a standard Brownian motion process. Furthermore, there are no jumps In [O,b]. Hence, for the barrier 
withdrawal policy, (A.lO) simpIifies to 
In derrving ( A .  11) we used the fact that -u V +  T V =  0 on [0, b], and that the capital stock never accumulates 
past h, under the barrier policy. Letting I +a and noting that d W(u) = 0 whenever Y' (Y(u) )  + 1 the R.H.S, of 
(A. 1 1 )  converges to V( y) - .E(S;e-"'d~,(ll)[ Y(0) = y, b) .  The L H.S. converges to zero This can be seen by 
noting that Y(u) 5max (Y(O), b ) ,  for all n 2 0 .  We conclude 
Finally note that for any other withdrawal policy, (A. 10) and (A.  1 1 )  can be rewritten as 
+ E z3< e-"(I - V'(Z(S)))( Y(J-1 - y(s))+ (A. 12) 
where, Z(s)  6 ( Y(s) ,  Y(s-)) such that V( Y(s-)) - V( '((3)) = V1(Z(s) )[ Y(s-) - Y(s)].  
The inequality follows from the fact that rV('(y) - r V ( y )  <0 on (b, m ) .  Given the properties of V', the last 
two terms In (A.12) are non-positive as well. F~nally, we know that Ee-"V(Y(i)) >0.  So we have 
The proof of Lemma A.2 is complete. I I 
Now we formalize the intuition which suggest that a firm following a barrier withdrawal policy will a.s. 
fail in finite time, regardless of the initial capital stock. It is clear that P(T < co [ Y(0) = y) = P(T< m ( Y(0)  = b) ,  
for y > b. Hence, it suffices to show: 
Lemma A.32. For y E [0 , b],  P(T< m [ Y(0) = y) = 1 
ProoJ Consider the follow~ng withdrawal policy: dW(Y(r))  = 0,  fox y s  [0, b], as in a barrier policy and 
dW(Y( f ) )  = W > I I I ,  for y > b.  k t  denote the probability of survival under this policy; evidently. 
P(T< I Y(0)  = y ) 5 P ( T <  co I Y(0) = y). We will show that P(T< a/ Y(0)  =y)  = 1. 
Let N ( y )  =in€ ( 1 .  Y( i )  = 2b I Y(0) = y } ,  for y E [0, b].  Note that if a sample path reaches zero before it hits 
2b, then N(y)=co.  Furthermore, by the Strong Markov Property, 
Hence, 
Since the capital stock is a process with a negative drift over (6,  m) it follows that the process a.s. drifts 
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down to b in finite time after starting at 2b; that explains (A. 13). Since P ( N ( ~ )  < co ) 1, (A. 13) can hold onIy 
i fp(T=m1Y(O)=b)=O C l e a r l y , f o r a n y y ~ ( O , b ) , ~ ( T = ~ I ~ ( O ) = y ) s ~ ( ~ = ~ / Y ( ~ ) = b ) .  1 1  
Lemma A 3a will now be used to show that the expected time to failure is finite; indeed, we will explicrtly 
compute the expected time, 
Lemma A.3b. The expecred rime ro f o k v e ,  for. a burrier pohcy b wirh $xed d@-vorionce (m, s ) ,  B given 
bv- 
where, a = s/2m2 exp ((2mls)b). 
AooJ For ease of exposition let us call the function in (A. l4), H( y ) .  It is easy to show that this function 
1s C' and satisfies the following three properties: 
T H ( y ) + l = O ,  Y E C O , ~ ] ,  (A. 15) 
H(0) = 0, (A. 16) 
H(Y) = H(b), y2b 
e H'(y) = 0 ,  y 26. (A. 1 7) 
By mimicking the arguments in Lemma 4.2 it then folIows that, for the It8 process generated by the barrier 
policy, 
r i  r i  
EH( Y(E')) = H( y) + E TH( Y(u))du - E H'(Y(u))d W(u). I, J, (A. 1 8) 
Since T< co a.s., as t f m ,  Y ( f )  = 0 a,$.; hence, from (A.15) ~t follows,that EH(Y(i))jO, as r +m. A 
barvier policy is a.s, restricted to the domain [O,b]; hence, using (A IS), E ~ ; ~ H ( Y ( U ) ) ~ U  converges to -ET. 
Fmally, H'(Y(u))dW(u)O for a barrier policy. Collecting all this together we have 
The proof of the lemma and hence of Theorem 3.1 is complete. I ( 
A.2. Proofof Tileorem 3.2:  The main theo~em 
In this subsection we will prove Theorem 3.2 We will do this rn three steps. Frrst we wiIl show that the value 
functions for the bounded withdrawal problem, as well as their first two derivatives, converge to the value 
function, artd the first two derivatives, of the unbounded wrthdrawal problem.35 Second, we will show that, 
consequently, the unbounded value function satisfies the Bellman equation for this problem. FinaIly we wiIl 
characterize the optimal withdrawal and mean-variance policies 
An important polnt to note is that when the mean and varlance controls change (posstbly nonlinearly) 
with the Ievel of capital stock, ~t rs no longer possible to explicitly construct the value function, as we did for 
Theorem 3.1. We follow instead an analytical route. Wrrte V,, for the value function for the bounded withdrawal 
problem with upper bound C, 
Lemma A.4. Tf V ,  atd V ore C' /l~ncrrons, then, on a suhseqwnce, V,, + V and Vi + V' pornrwue. A l ~ o  
V:, Y'on the set ( y :  V'> I). 
ProoJ By definition, (V,,(y):n2I] isanincreasingsequence,forevery y. Furthermore, thesequenceis 
bounded above by V(y). Hence the sequence has a Iimit, call the limit function L( ). 
Evidently, L 5  Y.  In fact, it must be the case that L = V,  since it can be shown that any feasible withdrawal 
policy in the unbounded withdrawal problem can be approximated arbitrarily closely by withdrawal policies 
that have large bounded withdrawal rates. 
35. Here, and everywhere else in this paper, by the unbounded w~thdrawal problem we mean the (original) 
problem in which jump withdrawals are possible By the bounded withdrawa1 problem, with bound G, we mean 
the problem in which the rate of increase in W ( - )  is bounded above by LC. 
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We now prove that the first two derivatives, V:, and V,': are uniformly bounded on every compact Interval 
[O, Yl .  
Lemma A.5. There i~ a hourrd M ,  suck I ~ Q Z  I Vf,( y) I < M fol. all n and y E [O,J]. 
:ProoJ Fix a level of capital stock y and a bound on withdrawal, a,, . Consider the following optimization 
problem, (P,, j, for any initial state y + E ,  E > 0:  
P , )  Withdrawals are non-negatlve and unbounded. The first time the state hits y, it is absorbed with 
terminal payoff K,(y). 
Inctdentally, as everywhere else, the technology correspondence for problem {P,,) continues to be A( ) 
and the objective function continues to be the present discounted value of withdrawals. Denote by S,,(.) the 
value function for problem (P,,), n21. 
It should be clear that S,,2 V,,. Since S,,(y) = V,,(y), rt further follows that 
V , , { Y + E ) - ~ ~ ~ ~ Y ) ~ ~ P J ~ J ' + & ) - ~ J ~ ~ Y ) ~  E ' o  
We now show that the follow~ng monotonicity property holds: 
(A. 19) 
s , J , l ( y + ~ ) - S , , , ~ ( ~ ) s S , J ( ~ + ~ ) - S , , ( y ) 5  E>O, ~ 2 1 ,  (A. 20) 
To establish inequality (A.U)), consider the policy that solves problem (P,,.  Denote this policy (8,,+ I ) . ' ~  It
follows that 
To avord writing long expressions let us denote the first term in (A.21 ), B(n + I), i .e.  B(n + 1) 
~ [ $ ~ e - " d ~ ( s ) ~  B,, + , I .  Of course, f is the time of absorption at y under the policy B,, + , , i.e 
f = ~ n f ( r l  Y(r)=y; Y(O)=y+e,Q, ,+ , ) .  
A feasible poIicy for the problem (P,,) is B,, + . Hence, 
S,,(y + ~ ) 2 B ( n  + l )  + ~ e - ' I ' s , , ( ~ )  
S,,(y + E) -S,,(y)2 B(n+ I) -(I  - ~ e - " ) ~ , , ( y )  
2B(n+ I)-(1 - ~ e ' " ) ~ , , + ~ ( y )  
= s , , + , ( ~ + f )  -S , ,+ I (Y) -  (A.23) 
In deriving (A.22) we used the fact that S,,( y) = V,,(y) 5 V,,, ~ ( y )  = S,,+ ~ ( y ) .  The inequaIitY (A.20) has been 
proved. ConsequentIy, usrng (A. 19), 
V,,(Y+E)- V b a { ~ ) ~ S l { j ! + ~ ) - S l ( ~ ) .  (A.24) 
By similar reasoning it follows that 
S , ( ~ + E ) - S , ( y ) =  B(1)-(1 - ~ e - " ) ~ ~ ( y )  
Note that the opt~rnal ~o l i cy  for problem ( P I )  is a feasible policy for the original unbounded 1,ate optirnrz- 
ation problem, i.e. 
~ ( y  + e ) 2 ~ ( 1 ) +  E ~ - ' * v ( ~ ) .  (A.26) 
From (A.25) and (A.26) it follows that 
S , { y + e )  -S , (y )S [V(y+e)  - V(y)]+[l - E ~ - ' ~ I I V ( J J ) - S I ( ~ ~ ) I .  (A.27) 
To establish an upper bound on V,:-note (A.24)-it clearly suffices to establish an upper bound on 
1 - ~ e - ' "  
lim 
e+O E 
36. If problem (P , ,+ l )  has no solution the arguments that follow can be rep~,oduced using €-optimal 
policies. 
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This is not difficult to do since 1 - ~ e "  is bounded by the solution to the pure survival problem: 
Z ( & ) = M a x l - ~ e - " ~  where T ( E ) = i n f { t . Y ( t ) = y \ Y ( O ) = y + € ) .  
Note that Z(0) = 0. It is known that 
lim -, 
E f O  E 
IS finite. We have therefore proved Lemma A.5, i.e. we have shown that YA is uniformly bounded on [O,f]. This 
follows from our demonstration of the upper bound because, additionally, V;,?O. I I 
Lemma A.6. V;: rs unlfovmly bounded, i .e ,  there is  Me co s . t .  \V;:(y)I < M , / w  all n and y~ [O,d 
ProoJ Since V,, is c', an applicatron of Itb's Iemma shows that rt satisfies the Bellrnan equation for the 
(bounded withdrawal) problem 
max ( ; s ~ f ( y ) + m K ~ ( y ) - r Y ~ , ( y ) ) +  max ( l -KJ(y))w=O- (A.28) 
(I~J.P)E 41.) #we[O, L;%, 
If L';,Z I ,  then (A.28) can be rewritten as 
Evidently (A.29) implies a bound, independent of n and y,  for V,: since just such a uniform bound has 
been established already for Y,, and YL . 
If V,: < I, it is useful to distinguish between two cases. 
Cue I .  VFZO. In this case, an upper bound for V;,' follows because the Bellman equation (A.28) implies 
that 
where, recall, *(Y) is the largest feasible mean in the feasible set A(y). Since rA(y)>O, by hypothesis, the term 
in brackets is positive. Evidently (A.30) implies a bound on Vi(y), independent of n and y 
Case 2. V,: ~ 0 .  Consider the returns to the following start at y + E and employ the fixed mean-variance 
policy (k,S) and withdraw at rate *,, throughout. The first time the state hits y, the process is absorbed with 
terminal payoffs V,,(y). Denote the Iifetime returns to t h ~ s  policy, K,,(y + E ) .  Two things are known about this 
function. First it satisfies the foIlowing differential equation 
Second the solution to the differential equation, with boundary condition K,,(y) = V,,(y), is 
where 1, is given by 
It is straightforward to see that V,,(y  + E )  2 K,,(y + E), for all E > O  and-Since v , , ( ~ )  = KH( ~ ) - t h t  
V;,(y) zK:,(y) From (A.31) and the Bellman equation it then follows that 
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Using L'Hhprtal's rule it is possible to show that i , , [ m , , / r  - V,,( y)l+ I, as ~,,+ca." The root i - 0  and 
hence it follows that the R H.S of (A.33) approaches m Since V;,' 0, (A.33) clearIy impl~es a unrfom bound 
for i":. The proof of Lemma A 6 is complete. I [ 
We now return to the proof of Lemma A.4. Since by the fundamental theorem of calculus, 
the uniform bound on i": implies, from (A.341, that V:, is an equicontinuous family. Hence, possibly on a 
subsequence, Vi,( y) has a l~mit for every y G [O, A. Call this limit I ( y ) .  
Another rnvocation of the fundamental theorem says 
Taking limits in (A.35), and applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem, we have 
(A. 3 5) 
In turn (A.36) says that I =  V', t.e, that V;,+ V', on [O,m. Finally, on (y: V' > I )  n [O,g], we know that 
for large n, VL> 1. Hence, 
Since V, + Y and Y:, 4 Y', by the maximum theorem (Berge (1963)) the R.H.S. of (A.37) converges to a 
limit; call the limit -L(y). We therefore have 
Since L = lim V:, a further use of the fundamental theorem, vm (A.34) yields L = V". The proof of the 
Iemma is compIete. I 
Lemma A.7. OH fhe se! (y: V'> l ) ,  as well as irs limir points, the Bellman equurio~ 
max ( ~ S ~ " " ( ~ ) + ~ V ' ( ~ ) - ~ V ( ~ ) ) = O ,  
[nj,rJ E AO.1 
(A 39) 
k saiisjed. 
Pvoof We have already shown that (A. 39) is satisfied on (y. V'(y) > 1) n [O,p] since that equation is 
precisely (A.38). Actually, the equation holds on the entire set (y: V'> I )  since g was arbitrarily chosen. Finally, 
if i is a limit point of [y: V'( y) > I}, evidently the fact that V is c2-and the maximum theorem-shows that 
the Bellman equation holds at z as well. The lemma is proved. \ I  
We are, at last, ready to characterize the value function and the optimal (withdrawal and mean-var~auce) 
polic~es. 
Lemma A.8. (Value Function). There is nfiniie but-vier b* such rhur !he vafuefnncrion Y is sfriciIy concave 
wi!h slope greacer lhun I on [0, b*) and linear wirh uni! slope on [b*, ca 1. 
Proof Since V( y + E )  2 E -t V( y), it immediately follows that V'( y) 2 I ,  for all y.  Furthermore, V'(j3) = 
1 implies that V($)  = 0. So if such a y^ rs a limit point of the set ( V' 1)  it follows from the BelIman equation, 
(A.39), that 
$1 
v ( j )  = -, (A.40) 
where, recall, k ( j )  is the maximum drift in A($)  From the decreasrng returns assumptions, (A.3), it further 
37.  This is understandable; after all it says that C ( y )  3 1 ,  as *,,+m. This is what one should expwt 
because K,, corresponds to the returns from withdrawing at the maximal rate. Hence, K,,(y + E) - K,,(y) should 
approach E. 
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foIlows that there can be at most one such point. This is because y,+y, and V ( y l )  = F ~ ( y , ) / r ,  i =  1 ,  2 yields a 
contradiction: it implies y ,  ~ $ 2 5  V ( y l )  - V(y2)  = & ( y ,  ) / r  - m ( y 2 ) / r .  
The set ( y :  V ' ( B ) >  1} is open and therefore, is the union of disjoint open intervals. If there are two such 
intervals (a ,  , b l )  and ( a 2 ,  h2), we have a contradiction. To see this, suppose, without loss of generality, that 
b ,  
Clainl 1. a ,  = 0: Else, V(a , )  = ni(a,)/r and V ( b l )  = *(b, )/r and we have a contradiction. 
Clarrn 2 b,<oo; t h~s  impIies that there are no wrthdrawals if the state crosses a, .  After all, 
V ( y )  > e + Y( ,I' - E )  for e >O. But that contradicts the monotonicity of V because, with no withdrawals, V( y )  = 
~ e - ' ~ v ( y  - e ) , where T is the first time the state hits y - E ,  starting from y. 
With the two intervals we now have a contradiction since V(b , )  = k ( b l  ) / v ,  V(b2) = &(bl) /r  and b l  < b 2 .  
Collecting all this we conclude: there is b* < m s.t. V' > 1 on (0, b * )  and V' = I on [b* ,  m ). 
In order to show that V is, in fact, strictly concave on (0, h*) ,  we will first show that V" has the same sign 
on the entire interval. If not, the~,e will be QE(O, b " )  such that V"(a) = 0 .  From the Bellman equation it then 
follows that 
Since V(b*) = n?(b*)/r, it further follows that 
&(b;') G(a) > I/(/,*) - I / @ )  > b* 
I' Y 
Evidently (A.41) y~elds a contradiction. Finally note that it cannot be the case that V">0 on (0, b*). That 
would be inconsistent wrth the fact that V'(bY) = 1 .  The Iemma is proved. I [  
ZRmma A.9. (Optimal Withdrawal and Mean-Variance Policy). The bavrier polrcy cklauaclerized by havr~er 
h 3 . t .  V'(b) = 1 u n d ( M ( y ) , S ( y ) )  = a r g r n a x ( $ s ~ " ( ~ ) + m V ' ( y ) ) ,  is the op i~ma lpo l i cy .  
Proof Applying It8's lemma to the function e - " ~ ( Y ( i ) )  and the It8 process generated by the barrier 
policy on (0, b*) ,  we have 
From the definrtion of M( .I( ), S( ), the Bellman equation (A.31)  and the fact that the process stays in [O, b ]  
a.s., it follows that the expected value of the second term in (A.42) is zero. So we have 
Letting r +m,  noting that ~ e - " v ( Y ( ~ ) )  -0 and V'(Y(n))* 1 impIies that d W(u) = 0, by arguments ident~cal 
to that in Lemma A.l, we get the fact that V ( y )  = E(S;e-"dw(u)I Y(0)  = y, (M< S),  6 ) .  
Now note that M~X,,,,,,~,, {$s l r1(  y)  + m V ( y )  - rV( y ) )  M, for y 2 b. This follows from the fact that 
V"(y)  = V ( h )  = 0, V'(b) = 1 whiIe V ( y )  > V(b) and the maximum is zero at y = b. Usrng this it follows that for 
an arbitrary policy, (A.38) implies 
Letting r +m,  and noting that Ee-"V( ~ ( 9 )  -0, we conclude that 
for such a policy. The Lemma is proved. I I 
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So far we have only used assumptions (Tl)-(T3). We will now use (T4) and (T5) to prove, 
Lemma A.lO. (Further Characterization of the Optimal Mean-Variance Policy). The optimal rMeun und 
vur-iunce increase wich the ~ i z e  ofcnpiiul scock y (in LO, b*)). 
Proof On [0, b] ,  the optimal mean-variance controls are selections from the maximizers of the Bellman 
equation (A.39). S~nce V'>O it follows that we can restrict attentron to the parr k(s,  y), s), 1.e. we can restrict 
attention to the maximum mean associated with every variance control. Furthermore, since g( , y), is strictly 
concave, the[-e is a unique maximizer; S ( y )  with associated mean g(S(y), y). By the maxlmum theorem, S( - ) is 
a continuous functron. 
By (T4),  the set of feasible variances, B ( y ) ,  is an interval that increases with y in the set-inclusion sense 
Denote b( y) to be the maximum feasible variance, i e. 
6( y)amax ( s l ( t n , ~ ) f ~ ( y ) } .  
By hypothesis S(0) is an interior choice, i .e.  S(O)E int B(0) Hence, by the continuity of the function S ( - ) ,  
S(y) is also an interior choice for some neighbourhood of y = 0 Fix y, in this neighbourhood. The first-order 
condit~on of the BelIman maxrmization yields 
$ ~ ( y ~ ) f g ~ ( S ( y l ) , y l ) V ' ( ~ , )  = 0. (A.45) 
Substituting back into the BelIman equation and collectrng terms yieIds 
Y g-sg ,  = u -  
b" 
where the arguments of (A 46) are y, and S(y , ) .  (A 46) implies that there is a neighbourhood of y ,  In which the 
optimal choice cont~nues to be interior and S( ) 1s an increasing function. The first part of the assertion is 
obvious The second part follows because, by (T5), 
whenever we have y, > y, , but S( yl)) c S( y,). The inequalities yield a contrad~ction because the very first 
expression is equaI to v(Y( y,)/ V'( ) a I ) )  and the Iast equals r(V((y ,)/ V'( y,)). 
A symmetric argument applies if y, < y,  but S(y1) > S( y,). Hence, we have shown that S(, ) is increasing 
on a neighbourhood of y , . In this fashion we can add contiguous neighbourhoods ( ya , yk + 1 )  and we may be 
able to do this all the way to y = b'. If we cannot, then there will be a limit point y' = limk,, yk such that the 
optimal choice at y' is b( y'). 
We now claim that for 11 >y', the optima1 choice must continue to be&(y)). If not, then rt will be an rnterror 
chorce for some y a& S ( . )  will have to decrease on an intervaI. But we have shown that to be impossible. 
To summarize, we have shown that between y l  and b*, S( )-and hence M( )-IS an increasing function. 
Since y, can be chosen arbitrarily close to 0, we have actually shown that S ( ,  ) increases between 0 and b'. 
The proof of the lemma-and Theorem 3.2-is complete. I I 
A.3. Proof of Corollavy 3.5 
Consider an optimal mean-variance policy [M(y), S(y); lw(O,bV]; denote its expected time to failure from 
initial stock p to be ET'(E). By assumption ( T 5 ) ,  for all cap~tal stocks, Ad(y), S( y ) ~  A(b*), the available technol- 
ogy a t  the highest cap~tal stock b*. I n  turn this implies that the expected time to failure under this policy is 
bounded above by the maximum expected time to failure, H ( g ) ,  among all barrier policres drawn from the 
constant technology A@*), l.e. 
(and Instantaneous withdrawal down to b* whenever y increases beyond that level). By arguments similar to 
those of Lemma A.3b we wrll now show that 
where d~ / i  = arg max m/s: (m, S)E A@*). Note that H satisfies the Bellman equation 
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By arguments identical to those in Lemma A.3b it follows that El( y )  is in fact the expected time to failure under 
the constant mean-variance policy (fi,s") (w~th barrier at b*). Furthermore, by arguments identical to the proofs 
of Lemma A.2 or A.9, it follows that H( y) Z E q y ) ,  for all other feasible policies. 
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